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low wind speeds, increasing the rotor’s reliability by reducing the parts number and
Increasing the conversion efficiency of the wind turbines intended for areas with

lowering the noise and vibration levels.

ь The vertical axis wind turbine allows the transformation of wind energy into electricity with an 
increased conversion factor.

ь The blades are developed from blade segments and the airfoil on which they are based has an 
opening at the trailing edge, located either on the either or on the outer side of the blade;

ь  Increased wind energy conversion efficiency;

ь  Increased self starting abilities.

ь  Decreasing the complexity of the manufacturing system by employing the blade segments;
ь Decreased number of constructive parts;

ь  Decreased noise level and vibration;
ь  The possibility of using recycled plastics for blade manufacturing

3D CAD model, CFD simulatian. Prototype for laboratory research.
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              The assembly of the wind rotor 
blade from the blade sectors contributes to 
the simplification of the manufacturing 
technology, the assembly process, the 
possibility of generating different blade 
sizes, facilitates the transport and service of 
the wind rotor.

                  The blade sectors can be obtained by 
various technological processes such as plastic 
extrusion, generation by additive methods using 3D 
printers, by sheet metal bending processes, etc.

               The opening made in the aerodynamic 
profile of the blade on the extrados or on the soffit 
of the blade, ensures the development of an 
additional torque necessary to start the wind turbine 
rotor in the limit of low wind speeds.

Printed blade segment

Blade consisting of segments (1)
 with stiffening elements (2)

Helical blades with open asymmetrical 
profile at the flight edge

The core of the mold made of laser
 cut elements from plywood
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